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Abstract
Routing calls includes receiving a call request at a call manager from a first endpoint. The call request includes a uniform resource identifier that associates with a second endpoint. A determination is made whether the call request associates with the call manager that received the call request. To route the call request, the call manager searches a call search space for a match to the call request. The call manager communicates the call request to the routing target.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ROUTING CALLS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION


TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates generally to the field of communications and more specifically to a system and method for routing calls.

BACKGROUND

Historically, telecommunications have involved the transmission of signals over a network dedicated to telecommunications. Similarly, data communications between computers have also historically been transmitted on a dedicated data network. Currently, telecommunications and data transmissions are being merged into an integrated communication network using technologies such as Voice over Packet (VoP). Since many networks transmit computer data using packet protocols, such as the Internet Protocol (IP), VoP uses this existing technology to transmit signals by converting these signals into digital data and encapsulating the data for transmission over a packet-based network.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

In accordance with the present invention, a system and method for distributed call routing is provided that substantially eliminates or greatly reduces disadvantages and problems associated with previously developed systems and methods. In particular, the present invention contemplates a system and method for routing a call based on the destination of the call.

According to one embodiment of the present invention, a method for routing calls includes receiving a call request at a call manager from a first endpoint. The call request includes a uniform resource identifier (URI) associated with a second endpoint. The method also includes determining whether the call request associates with the call manager that received the call request. The call manager searches a call search space for a match to the call request. The method includes communicating the call request to the routing target.

In another embodiment of the present invention, a call manager includes a call control module that receives a call request from a first endpoint. The call request includes a URI associated with a second endpoint. The call manager also includes a digit analysis module that receives the URI included in the call request from the call control module. The digit analysis module determines whether the call request associates with the call manager that received the call request. The digit analysis module searches a call search space.

Technical advantages of the invention include a system and method for routing calls that allow for selective routing of calls based on characteristics of the device receiving the call. For example, endpoint 100 may contact an end destination using a computer’s IP address or a domain name in addition to using a telephone number.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of the present invention and its features and advantages, reference is now made to the following description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, like numerals being used for like and corresponding parts of the various drawings in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary communication network system.
FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary call manager.
FIG. 3 illustrates exemplary procedures for communicating a call request to a routing target.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary communication network system 10. System 10 facilitates communication between endpoints. In general, system 10 includes one or more endpoints 100 through 1002 (referred to collectively as endpoints 100); one or more networks 102a through 102c (referred to collectively as networks 102); and one or more call managers 104 that combine to facilitate the communication between endpoints.

Endpoints 100 may include any combination of hardware and/or software that provide communication services. Endpoints 100 may include Internet protocol (IP) telephony devices, personal computers, wireless communication devices, personal digital assistants (PDAs), or any other suitable device. IP telephony devices may include telephones, fax machines, computers running telephony software, gateway devices, or any other device capable of performing telephony functions in an IP network. Endpoints 100 may also include trunks 106a and 106b (referred to collectively as trunks 106) that provide a communication channel to another endpoint, such as a telephone. Trunks 106 are communication channels between call manager 104 and other endpoints 100 that an initiating endpoint 100 attempts to reach. Trunks 106 may include any appropriate channel that handles signals and communicates signals over a pathway. Endpoints 100 may include networks 102. Although a particular number of endpoints 100 are illustrated, system 10 contemplates any number and arrangement of endpoints 100.

Endpoints 100 send call requests to call manager 104 to establish a communication session with other endpoints 100. The call request may include a uniform resource identifier (URI), or part thereof, which is used to identify endpoints 100. The URI may include the following forms: x@host, x@IPAddress, x@Domain, or any other suitable form in which to identify endpoints 100. In this disclosure, “user” refers to anything on the left hand side of the at sign and “location” refers to anything on the right hand side of the at sign. The URI may include a host address or a domain name. The host address may be in the form of a fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the host or the numeric IP address of the host. Furthermore, host addresses may be supported by allowing an administrator to define routing target matches in the form of specific IP addresses, IP subnets, or FQDN host names. The domain name may be in the form of an organization’s top level domain (TLD) such as x.com or include a FQDN, such as www.sub.x.com. Domain names may be supported by enabling an administrator to define routing target matches in the form of complete or partial domain names.

Networks 102 represent any suitable combination or arrangement of components supporting communications.
between endpoints 100. For example, network 102 may include one or more local area networks (LANs); one or more wide area networks (WANs); a global distributed network such as the Internet, Intranet, or Extranet; any other form of a wireless or wireline communication network; components of other suitable communications network; or any combination of the preceding. Generally, networks 102 provide for the communication of packets, cells, frames, or other portions of information between endpoints 100. Networks 102 may include any combination of gateways, routers, hubs, switches, and any other hardware and/or software that may implement session initiation protocol (SIP).

Call managers 104 manage one or more endpoints 100 and the communication between endpoints 100. Call manager 104 is an application that controls call processing, routing, telephone features and options (such as call hold, call transfer, and caller identification), device configuration, and other telephony functions and parameters within system 10. Call manager 104 controls one or more endpoints 100 coupled to networks 102 or endpoints 100 may couple directly to call manager 104. Call manager 104 may also control endpoints 100 located elsewhere in system 10. Software executing on one or more computers coupled to system 10 implements call manager 104. Control of endpoints 100 may be distributed dynamically in response to changes in communication network 10. For example, if call manager 104 goes off-line, endpoint 100 that is controlled by that call manager 104 may connect and register with an alternative call manager 104 in system 10. Likewise, if a communication link between endpoint 100 and call manager 104 goes down, endpoint 100 may connect and register with alternative call manager 104 to which there is an operating communication path. Furthermore, the distributed control of endpoints 100 also provides for network scalability and load-sharing by allowing endpoints 100 to be controlled by any call manager 104, regardless of physical location, to avoid excess load on a particular call manager 104 when new endpoints 100 come on-line or to provide load balancing between call managers 104. Computer-readable medium, including, but not limited to hard drives, diskettes, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs, or other optical or magnetic storage devices may embody the software of call manager 104.

In operation, endpoints 100 register with call manager 104. Endpoints 100 may register with any call manager 104 with which it can communicate by sending call manager 104 a registration request. Endpoints 100 may initiate a call request to contact another endpoint 100. The call request is sent to call manager 104 from initiating endpoint 100. Call manager 104 determines the routing target of the call request based on the URI in the call request. Call manager 104 routes the call request to the appropriate routing target. Once the end destination receives the call request, call manager 104 establishes communication between endpoints 100.

FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary call manager 104 to manage, control, and facilitate communication to and from endpoints 100. In general, call manager 104 includes a call control module 200 (CCM 200); a digit analysis module 202 (DAM 202); and call search spaces 204a, 204b, 204c (referred to collectively as CSS 204) to facilitate the communication between endpoints 100.

CCM 200 acts as the central control component of call manager 104. Any suitable software, program, or code may implement the functions of CCM 200. CCM 200 completes such processes as, but not limited to, receiving the call request from endpoint 100, receiving the routing target information from DAM 202, and communicating the call request.

DAM 202 may act with CCM 200 to complete the call request. Any suitable software, program, or code may implement the functions of DAM 202. DAM 202 determines the routing target denoted by the URI in the call request. DAM 202 makes this determination by searching CSS 204. DAM 202 searches CSS 204 for one or more patterns that match the URI denoted by the call request. Upon determining the appropriate route, DAM 202 informs CCM 200 of the routing target.

CSS 204 may include a list of partitions 206a, 206b, 206c, and 206d (referred to collectively as partitions 206) in which DAM 202 may search for one or more matches to the URI in the call request. CSS 204 determines partition 206 in which DAM 202 may consider when attempting to find a match to route the call request. DAM 202 searches partitions 206 contained within CSS 204. Call manager 104 may use CSS 204 for call forwarding, message waiting indicators, or for any other suitable purpose. CSS 204 may combine to form a union of all partitions 206 listed in each CSS 204. Multiple CSS 204 may combine by associating one CSS 204 with a device record and another CSS 204 with a line record, or any suitable method that results in the combination of multiple CSS 204.

Partitions 206 contain patterns in a logical grouping. These patterns may be IP addresses or domain names. Different types of patterns may share the same partition 206. IP addresses and domain names may both be in partition 206. For IP addresses, the pattern may specify a subnet, not necessarily a specific address of endpoint 100. For example, 192.168.blank/16 may be a pattern in partition 206. For domain names, the pattern may make provisions for wildcards, such as *.cisco.com, where * is a wildcard that expands the search. When searching for one or more matches in partitions 206, DAM 202 may use the wildcards to match against the call request call manager 104 receives. The patterns in partitions 206 do not match the user@location format of the call request. Instead, DAM 202 searches for the user and the location separately in partitions 206. DAM 202 searches partitions 206 in CSS 204 and selects one or more matches. From among all candidate matches, DAM 202 determines the best match to the URI of the call request.

In operation, endpoints 100 register with call manager 104. Endpoints 100 may generate a call request to establish a communication session with other endpoints 100. CCM 200, or any other appropriate component of call manager 104, receives the call request from endpoint 100. CCM 200 may modify the call request based on the target endpoint 100. For instance, CCM 200 may truncate a fully qualified domain name (www.x.com) to only include the domain name (x.com). CCM 200 communicates the URI in the call request to DAM 202. DAM 202 may receive the URI directly from CCM 200 or any other suitable process in the same or a different call manager 104.

DAM 202 searches CSS 204 for the routing target denoted by the URI in the call request. When searching CSS 204, DAM 202 searches partitions 206 for matches to the call request. To perform the search, DAM 202 determines whether the location in the URI associates with call manager 104. For example, in partition 206a, x.com may be the location specified in the URI of a call request. If the location does not associate with call manager 104, DAM 202 searches all CSS 204 for matches to the location in the URI. If the location in the URI associates with call manager 104, DAM 202 searches CSS 204 for the user in the URI. For example, if the URI is 5551212@example.com and "example.com" associates with call manager 104, DAM 202 searches for the user in CSS 204.

When trying to find a match to the location or the user in the URI, DAM 202 searches for all possible matches in partitions
Step 322. Upon finding the best match to the requested location at step 322, call manager 104 communicates the call request to the routing target at step 314 and the method ends. But if call manager 104 does not find the location in CSS 204, call manager 104 generates an error response at step 316 and the method ends.

The method described is only an example of routing calls in a communication network. Modifications, additions, or omissions may be made to the methods without departing from the scope of the invention. The methods may include more, fewer, or other steps. Additionally, steps may be performed in any suitable order without departing from the scope of the invention.

While this disclosure has been described in terms of certain embodiments and generally associated methods, alterations and permutations of the embodiment and methods will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, the above description of example embodiments does not constrain this disclosure. Other changes, substitutions, and alterations are also possible without departing from the spirit and scope of this disclosure.

What is claimed is:
1. A method for routing calls, comprising:
   - receiving a call request at a call manager from a first endpoint, the call request including a uniform resource identifier (URI) comprising a first portion identifying a user associated with a second endpoint and a second portion identifying a location associated with the second endpoint;
   - modifying the call request according to the second endpoint;
   - determining whether the modified call request associates with the call manager that received the request, the determination based on whether the second portion of the URI that identifies the location associated with the second endpoint is associated with the call manager;
   - searching a call search space including a plurality of partitions in the call manager, each partition comprising patterns in a logical grouping for determining a match to the modified call request, wherein searching a call search space comprises:
     - searching the call search space for the first portion of the URI that identifies the user associated with the second endpoint if the location associated with the second endpoint is associated with the call manager that received the call request;
     - searching the call search space for the second portion of the URI that identifies the location associated with the second endpoint if the location associated with the second endpoint is not associated with the call manager that received the call request;
   - communicating the call request to a routing target.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein searching a call search space includes selecting one or more patterns that match the URI in the modified call request.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein the patterns in the plurality of partitions do not match a format of the URI in the call request, and wherein searching a call search space comprises:
   - searching the plurality of partitions for a plurality of candidate matches to the URI in the modified call request; and
   - determining a best match to the URI from one or more patterns that match the URI in the plurality of candidate matches.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein communicating the call request to the routing target includes communicating the call...
request to the second endpoint having the URI that best matches the URI of the call request.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
generating an error response if the call search space does not have a best match to the URI denoted by the call request.

6. A call manager, comprising:
a call control module operable to receive a call request from a first endpoint, the call request including a uniform resource identifier (URI) comprising a first portion identifying a user associated with a second endpoint and a second portion identifying a location associated with the second endpoint, the call control module further operable to modify the call request according to the second endpoint;
a digit analysis module operable to: receive the URI included in the call request from the call control module, determine whether the modified call request is associated with the call manager that received the call request based on whether the second portion of the URI that identifies the location associated with the second endpoint is associated with the call manager, search a call search space including a plurality of partitions, each partition comprising patterns in a logical grouping for determining a best match to the modified call request, wherein searching a call search space comprises:
searching the call search space for the first portion of the URI that identifies the user associated with the second endpoint if the location associated with the second endpoint is associated with the call manager that received the call request;
searching the call search space for the second portion of the URI that identifies the location associated with the second endpoint if the location associated with the second endpoint is not associated with the call manager that received the call request; and
communicate the call request to a routing target.

7. The call manager of claim 6, wherein the call control module is operable to: receive the routing target from the digit analysis module, the call control module operable to communicate the call request to the routing target.

8. The call manager of claim 6, wherein the URI includes a selected one of a domain name or an Internet Protocol (IP) address.

9. The call manager of claim 6, wherein the call control module is operable to communicate the call request to the routing target having the URI that best matches the URI of the call request.

10. The call manager of claim 6, wherein the digit analysis module selects one or more patterns that match the URI in the modified call request.

11. The call manager of claim 6, wherein the patterns in the plurality of partitions do not match a format of the URI in the call request, and wherein the digit analysis module is operable to search the call search space by:
searching the plurality of partitions for a plurality of candidate matches to the URI in the modified call request; and
determining a best match for the URI from one or more patterns that match the URI in the plurality of candidate matches.

12. The call manager of claim 6, wherein call control module is operable to generate an error response if the call request is not in a partition table.

13. A non-transitory computer readable medium including logic for routing calls, the logic operable to:
receive a call request at a call manager from a first endpoint, the call request including a uniform resource iden-
tifier (URI) comprising a first portion identifying a user associated with a second endpoint and a second portion identifying a location associated with the second end-
point; modify the call request according to the second endpoint; determine whether the modified call request associates with the call manager that received the call request, the determination based on whether the second portion of the URI that identifies the location associated with the second endpoint is associated with the call manager;
search a call search space including a plurality of partitions, each partition comprising patterns in a logical grouping for determining a best match to the modified call request, wherein searching a call search space comprises:
searching the call search space for the first portion of the URI that identifies the user associated with the second endpoint if the location associated with the second endpoint is associated with the call manager that received the call request;
searching the call search space for the second portion of the URI that identifies the location associated with the second endpoint if the location associated with the second endpoint is not associated with the call manager that received the call request; and
communicate the call request to a routing target.

14. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein searching a call search space includes selecting one or more patterns that match the URI in the modified call request.

15. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein the patterns in the plurality of partitions do not match a format of the URI in the call request, and wherein searching a call search space comprises:
searching the plurality of partitions for a plurality of candidate matches to the URI in the modified call request; and
determining a best match to the URI from one or more patterns that match the URI in the plurality of candidate matches.

16. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein communicating the call request to the routing target includes communicating the call request to the second endpoint having the URI that best matches the URI of the call request.

17. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein the logic is operable to:
generate an error response if the call request is not in a partition table.

18. A call manager, comprising:
means for receiving a call request at a call manager from a first endpoint, the call request including a uniform resource identifier (URI) comprising a first portion identifying a user associated with a second endpoint and a second portion identifying a location associated with the second endpoint;
means for modifying the call request according to the second endpoint;
means for determining whether the call request associates with the call manager that received the modified call request, the determination based on whether the second portion of the URI that identifies the location associated with the second endpoint is associated with the call manager;
means for searching a call search space including a plurality of partitions, each partition comprising patterns in a
logical grouping for determining a best match to the modified call request, wherein means for searching a call search space comprises:

means for searching the call search space for the first portion of the URI that identifies the user associated with the second endpoint if the location associated with the second endpoint is associated with the call manager that received the call request;

means for searching the call search space for the second portion of the URI that identifies the location associated with the second endpoint if the location associated with the second endpoint is not associated with the call manager that received the call request;

means for communicating the call request to a routing target.

19. The call manager of claim 18, further comprising:

means for selecting one or more patterns that match the URI in the modified call request.

20. The call manager of claim 18, wherein the patterns in the plurality of partitions do not match a format of the URI in the call request, and wherein the means for searching the call search space comprises:

means for searching the plurality of partitions for a plurality of candidate matches to the URI in the modified call request; and

means for determining a best match to the URI from one or more patterns that match the URI in the plurality of candidate matches.

21. The call manager of claim 18, further comprising:

means for generating an error response if the call search space does not have a best match to the URI denoted by the call request.

22. A system for routing calls, comprising:

a plurality of subscribers operable to communicate with each other;

a call manager operable to control the communication between the plurality of subscribers, wherein the call manager includes a call control module operable to receive a call request from a first endpoint, the call request including a uniform resource identifier (URI) comprising a first portion identifying a user associated with a second endpoint and a second portion identifying a location associated with the second endpoint, the call control module operable to modify the call request according to the second endpoint; a digit analysis module operable to receive the URI included in the modified call request from the call control module, the digit analysis module operable to determine whether the modified call request is associated with the call manager that received the call request, the determination based on whether the second portion of the URI that identifies the location associated with the second endpoint is associated with the call manager, the digit analysis module operable to search a call search space including a plurality of partitions, each partition comprising patterns in a logical grouping, wherein the digit analysis module is further operable to:

search the call search space for the first portion of the URI that identifies the user associated with the second endpoint if the location associated with the second endpoint is associated with the call manager that received the call request;

searching the call search space for the second portion of the URI that identifies the location associated with the second endpoint if the location associated with the second endpoint is not associated with the call manager that received the call request;

and determining a best match to the URI from the patterns that match the URI in the plurality of candidate matches.

23. The system of claim 22, wherein the patterns in the plurality of partitions do not match a format of the URI in the call request, and wherein the digit analysis module is operable to search the call search space by:

searching the plurality of partitions for a plurality of candidate matches to the URI in the modified call request; and

determining a best match to the URI from the patterns that match the URI in the plurality of candidate matches.

24. The method of claim 1, wherein searching the call search space comprises using one or more wildcards in at least one of the first portion of the URI or the second portion of the URI to expand the search.

25. The call manager of claim 6, wherein while searching the call search space, the digit analysis module uses one or more wildcards in at least one of the first portion of the URI or the second portion of the URI to expand the search.

26. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein searching the call search space comprises using one or more wildcards in at least one of the first portion of the URI or the second portion of the URI to expand the search.

27. The call manager of claim 18, wherein the means for searching the call search space comprises means for using one or more wildcards in at least one of the first portion of the URI or the second portion of the URI to expand the search.

28. The system of claim 22, wherein while searching the call search space, the digit analysis module uses one or more wildcards in at least one of the first portion of the URI or the second portion of the URI to expand the search.

* * * * *